Loaded from ground level

Finn Corp.'s new 800 gallon tank features a low profile design for ground loading. Model T80 also has a hydraulic-powered, variable speed paddle agitator and many of the other standard Finn features. It is operated by one person.

Circle No. 139 on Reader Inquiry Card

Eliminates expensive inground installations

Larchmont Engineering and Irrigation, Inc. announces the Model 105 Rail pressure of 65 psi. The trailer mounted unit measures six ft. by eight ft., weighs 325 lb., and has a 3-point trailer hitch base and horizontally mounted hose storage reel. It can irrigate an acre of land with one inch of water in three hours.

Circle No. 140 on Reader Inquiry Card

Toughest trimming tackled by two new models

Weed Eater offers two commercial trimmers for taking on the toughest trimming and cutting jobs. Model 657 is a gas unit with an 85cc 2-cycle engine and cuts a 21 in. path using heavy duty .95 inch line. Model 1000 features a 37.7cc 2-cycle engine, twin line cutting head and a 10 in. saw tooth blade. Model 657 weighs 25 lb. while Model 1000 weighs 20 lb.

Circle No. 141 on Reader Inquiry Card

Can clear 36-inch yard gate

Ditch Witch Model 350SX vibratory plow from The Charles Machine Works, Inc. is a compact 35 hp class machine for making underground installations without trenching of power and communications cable or plastic pipe. Material can be installed to cover depths of 12 to 24 in. depending on soil conditions.

Circle No. 120 on Reader Inquiry Card

Handles all types and sizes of bagged materials

Purnell International's Bergu automatic bag emptying systems are available from hand-fed to completely auto-
mated pallet handling models. Benefits include a dust free work area for operators, reduction of material loss through almost 100% voiding of all bags, ability to reclaim packaged dry or liquid material, high handling capacity, low maintenance due to fewer moving parts than other systems and compatibility for automatic computer controlled operation. The Bergu system operates on paper, plastic and hemp bags.

Circle No. 121 on Reader Inquiry Card

Handles up to eight-inch diameter trees

Vermeer Manufacturing Co.'s TS-86T tree spade features five hydraulically-controlled digging spades which form a ball up to 87 in. in diameter and 53 in. deep. A low-silhouette reduction gear box and rack and pinion drive maximize limb clearance inside the spade, and a maximum rear-half height of 85 in. allows operation close to other trees and structures. A dual control system allowing operation from cab or next to rear-half assembly is optional.

Circle No. 122 on Reader Inquiry Card

Long term control of dust

Arco Chemical Co. has developed a dust suppressant said to exhibit greater post-application stability than other currently available products. Dusbloc 220 is a stable petroleum emulsion designed to prevent fugitive dust dispersion from paved surfaces by penetrating the cover layer to bind loose particles into a continuous protective coating. It is completely miscible in any ratio without phase separation, non-corrosive, non-flammable, does not cling to shoes or tires and meets the requirements of the mining industry for an all-weather dust suppressant.

Circle No. 123 on Reader Inquiry Card

Injector can be pre-programmed

Periodically adding fertilizers, herbicides and nutrients can be done quickly and easily with a remote control injector from Jaeco Pump Co. The sturdy, rust-proof, corrosion-resistant unit is remote controlled by transmitter or CB radio, and is available in gas and belt-driven models with capacities from 1 to 680 gallons per hour. Optional features include a preset timer and electrical switch.

Circle No. 124 on Reader Inquiry Card

Results and recommendations within two weeks

Green Pro Cooperative Services announces a professional soil testing service with laboratory analysis and recommendations covering 14 essential points including type of soil, organic matter content, pH, primary, secondary, micro-nutrients and soluble salts. The data is reported on an easy-to-understand form.

Circle No. 125 on Reader Inquiry Card

Tilts and has winch for loading

Jacobsen's 2800 lb. capacity Model 80 trailer features a 6-ft. by 10-ft. 9-in. all-steel bed that tilts and carries a 1200 lb.

continued on page 48

With the Lancer 350, 2 men can cover a lot of ground.

The only thing small about the Lancer 350 Hydro-Mulcher is its size. On the job, this 350-gallon unit is a giant. In a normal work day, a two-man crew can cover:

- 4 home lawns (21,000 sq. ft.) on 6 tankloads, or
- 1 apartment or condo lawn (42,000 sq. ft.) on 12 tankloads, or
- 1 athletic field (63,000 sq. ft.) on 18 tankloads.

The Lancer 350, mounted on a single-axle trailer, handles seed, sprig, fertilizer and/or mulch operations. It comes with four nozzles and a 50' extension hose. Optional is a high-pressure pump for herbicide and fungicide application.

For more information, including a free catalog, write or call today.

Bowie Industries, Inc.
P.O. Box 931 Bowie, Texas 76230 817/872-2286

Circle No. 102 on Reader Inquiry Card
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bar and chain are standard. The chain saw has a low, 80 decibal noise level and many attachments that can be changed without tools.

Circle No. 128 on Reader Inquiry Card

Fertilizes and controls insects in turf

Lakeshore Equipment and Supply Co. provides the turf manager with fertilizer and insect control combination products designed to give varying amounts of slow-release nitrogen and proven insect control. Lesco fertilizer with Dursban is available in five formulations including 40-0-0, 32-5-7, 32-5-7, and 30-0-0 in 4E, 2E and 2.32 granular. Lesco fertilizer with Diazinon is available in 30-5-7 formulation in 14G, 5G and Diazinon 500.

Circle No. 129 on Reader Inquiry Card

Carlisle offers full range of turf tires

Carlisle Tire and Rubber Co. has a full range of tires for lawn and garden power equipment. The Turf Saver, Turf Chief and Turf King models feature a high-flotation, broad-shouldered design for minimal lawn tear-up, three tread patterns for traction, and are available in 40 different sizes to fit almost any rim. The Sawtooth, Stud and Knobby models for drive and front wheels on hand carts, fun carts, slo-speed transport carts and other equipment are available in 32 sizes.

Circle No. 130 on Reader Inquiry Card

Van chassis makes workshop on wheels

Morrison Division of Scovill’s Walk Thru is installed on a cutaway chassis that provides the maximum in load space with the efficiency of a van chassis. A total of 12 storage compartments with outside access doors are featured with four accessible from inside. The covered top provides an additional 190 cubic feet of load space with panel rear doors, six plexiglass skylights and a three piece front bulkhead for driver load protection.

Circle No. 126 on Reader Inquiry Card

Powerful for its size

Multimot chain saw from Solo Inc. is 1 1/2 hp gasoline-powered with reduction gear drive system. Automatic oiling system for chain, front and rear hand guards, safety throttle interlock, chain catcher and a ten inch low kick start. The chain saw has a low, 80 decibal noise level and many attachments that can be changed without tools.

Circle No. 129 on Reader Inquiry Card

Heavy retract spring assures positive pop-down

Rain Bird Sprinkler Manufacturing Corp. adds a short range rotor pop-up to its Mini-Paw list with the 15103-SR. Features are a 1864 in. orifice, low gallonage operation, low angle and short radius stream and low application rates to resist runoff and puddling. Side and bottom inlets are 1/2 in., pop-up heights is 3 in. and throw range is 14 ft. to 23 ft. A multi-function wiper seal flushes, seals and wipes the pop-up stem.

Circle No. 127 on Reader Inquiry Card

Tool changing time knocked down 75 percent

RayGo has a knock out tool system for its Gator soil stabilizer that reduces downtime for a complete tool change by as much as 75 percent. Knock out tools come with cutting edges of hardened steel or a tungsten carbide insert. Tools are tapped into holders and held in place by a compression cord wedged between each tool and holder.

Circle No. 132 on Reader Inquiry Card

Suited for professional and homeowner

Trencher from Ground Hog, Inc. is powered by a 5 hp engine and cuts a trench 3 in. wide by up to 12 in. deep. Features include oversize pneumatic tires, heavy duty steel fabrication, easily replaced hardfaced blades and a screw conveyor to deposit cuttings at the side of the trench. The trencher is compact and easy to operate and has four engine options available.

Circle No. 123 on Reader Inquiry Card
Supplied-air system protects face, breathing

Racal Airstream, Inc. has a supplied-air system for industrial and agricultural applications not requiring head protection, the AC30 Flowstream Crown System. It features an air regulating control for user adjustment of airflow, worn at the waist. Clear, raiseable faceshield is fitted with a full Tyvek seal.

Circle No. 134 on Reader Inquiry Card

Drainage tubing exceeds standards

Hancor, Inc. adds Agri-flow Plus tubing to its existing line of farm drainage products to give it a three-tiered product line offering. The tubing has a white outer layer to prevent stretching caused by high temperatures, has 50% more strength than soil conservation service standards require, and displays superior flexibility during installation.

Circle No. 135 on Reader Inquiry Card

Resists crabgrass encroachment

Reliant Hard Fescue turfgrass for low maintenance areas, from Lofts Seed, performs well without supplemental irrigation or fertilizer, is adaptable to sun or shade, is cold tolerant and possesses disease resistance. The synthetic cultivar provides an attractive dark green, leafy, low-growing, fine textured turf.

Circle No. 136 on Reader Inquiry Card

Highly durable and smooth operating

Bolens Corp. Model 1700 Hydro is one of the six models in the new Eliminator series. The tractor features a new chassis and provides for shaft driven attachments. The mid-priced model replaces the Bolens QT-17 at a lower price point.

Circle No. 137 on Reader Inquiry Card

Allows feed of large twigs and branches

Lanco’s Robin Model HT-02B compact, lightweight hedge trimmer provides an open 1.4 tooth pitch with a 30 in. cutter bar that operates at 29 strokes per second. The engine mounting results in vibration-free operation and the diaphragm-type carburator allows use in any vertical or horizontal position. The unit is gear-driven, powered by a 2-stroke 22.5 cc engine, weighs 10.5 lb. and has heavy-duty grips and hand guard.

Circle No. 138 on Reader Inquiry Card

Scientific Guide To Pest Control Operations

by Dr. L.C. Truman
Dr. G.W. Bennett and Dr. W.L. Butts

Domestic: $29.50* (hardcover)
Foreign: $34.50* (hardcover)

The SCIENTIFIC GUIDE TO PEST CONTROL OPERATIONS is designed to provide a sound basis for studying the scientific aspects of pest control and promote technical competence. It places emphasis on urban and industrial pest problems. This volume also covers the laws and regulations concerning the pest control industry.

The SCIENTIFIC GUIDE TO PEST CONTROL OPERATIONS is written for owners, supervisors, servicemen, salesmen, students, persons preparing for state certification under the EPA/state programs for commercial pesticide applicators, and people interested in structural pest control.

The SCIENTIFIC GUIDE TO PEST CONTROL OPERATIONS - a must for anyone involved in the field of pest control!

Return this coupon to: Book Sales
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich Publications
One East First Street, Duluth, MN 55802

Domestic: $29.50* (hardcover)
Foreign: $34.50* (hardcover)

YES! Please send me_ copy(ies) of the SCIENTIFIC GUIDE TO PEST CONTROL OPERATIONS.

Account Number
Expiration Date

* Please add $3.00 per order plus $1.00 per additional copy for postage and handling.

Return this coupon to: Book Sales

Domestic: $29.50* (hardcover)
Foreign: $34.50* (hardcover)

Quantity rates available upon request.

Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.
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